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1 Pelosi is holding a Royal Flush on Trump. She called out
his impaired mental condition without saying "dementia."
His condition worsens every day so she can’t be wrong &
Trump denials can’t be right. Going forward, Pelosi
statements will appear more correct w/ each passing day

2 When a Dementia patient tells ppl how smart they are, it’s typical mid-stage

ranting. When they say they are fine, but someone else is mentally ill, like Trump did

w/ Pelosi, the patient is entering their final public days. Pelosi opened the floodgates

for others to speak out.

3 Trump revealed his dementia denial process on the WH lawn, when he said a/b

Pelosi, “Did you hear what she said about me?", “She said terrible things”, “You think

Nancy’s the same as she was? She’s not. Maybe we can all say that.” The last sentence

is the tell. He's in denial.

4 “Maybe we can all say that” is Trump’s twisted denial that his dementia is just

normal aging. It’s not. He's rapidly deteriorating. Btw- Pelosi’s brain is working just

fine & Trump hates that. She’s smarter, faster & schooling him on a regular basis. The

mismatch crushes him

5 Pelosi has destroyed Trump’s health cover up charade. “Intervention", "pray", "well

being,” are all keys words that shout "Dementia." She sincerely feels & knows he

should resign & get help. It may be a reason she’s held back the impeachment guns.

Ppl in govt know Trump is gone

6 Fighting it never works. Barr will break the law, but he hasn’t discovered a cure for

dementia, which means Trump is SOL. Posting fake videos of Pelosi only makes

Trump look sicker. It doesn't slow what's happening to him- relentless deterioration

from Frontotemporal dementia.

7 When the dementia patient has “the car keys taken away” (metaphor for losing

authority), a wide range of reactions occur. I’ve personally witnessed patients be: 

1 Cooperative & accepting 

2 Angry & screaming 

3 Highly violent 

 

My guess is Trump will be angry & screaming non stop.

8 Fortunately the Secret Service will be able to keep Trump under control. Once he's

unable to continue & removed, he will lash out for months w/ an endless stream of

verbal abuse & profanity. It's ugly. A couple of layered threads going back to the G7... 
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1 THREAD- Donald Trump’s Frontotemporal Dementia. Trump 
has a physical on 2/8. In a panicked move, he named Dr Ronny 
Jackson as his Medical Advisor 6 days beforehand. Ronny gave 
him the fantasy physical last yr & is under investigation. This 
feels very much like Trump is cornered
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9 Pelosi’s call was perfectly timed. She has raised everyone’s awareness. She even

gave Trump an out. All eyes are on his unraveling. As he's taken apart by courts

ordering release of his financial info his mental collapse will worsen. It will dominate

him & force his removal
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